W/C 23/03/2020
Year 11 German Work
1. You have Activ Learn activities assigned to you already, which revise Theme 1. There
are many tasks that practise reading, listening as well as learning and testing of
vocabulary. Go to www.pearsonactivlearn.com and use your school login details. You
can check your progress as you complete the activities.
2. Next, you can complete the following listening and reading past exam questions on
Exampro. Follow the links. There are mark schemes as well, so you can see how you
did.
LISTENING AND READING - https://silyjos.exampro.net/
3. You can go onto Seneca, type in AQA GCSE German and practise vocabulary
exercises on Theme 1.
4. With regards to written activities, I would like you to complete a 40 and 90 word task
OR a 90 word and 150 word task (tier dependent) and a translation or photocard
from the choice I give you. Please complete on a separate document, and email to
me for feedback.
On Google Classroom please find the Writing revision booklet.







Foundation Photocard to complete either P6, 7 or 8
Foundation 40 word task on P17. Choose any one of them.
Foundation/Higher 90 word task – Choose any on P26-28
Higher 150 word task – P33/34
Foundation Translation – P21/22
Higher Translation – P38/39

5. If you would like to practise Theme 2 or Theme 3 questions as well, I will also mark
these. Theme 1 is our main focus in class at the moment, but if you feel more
confident with this Theme, you could spend time on other topics.
6. There are plenty of past papers and questions with links on Google Classroom. There
are also mark schemes, so you can get instant feedback
7. As you are already, continue practising your General Conversation questions. Ensure
they are written on cue cards, and you are developing strategies to learn these. For
example, mind maps, typing in your answers onto CRAM and using online flashcards
as well as breaking your questions down into manageable chunks to learn. Feel free
to complete any role play or photo card preparation too. There is a specific revision
booklet for this on Google Classroom.

8. www.languagesonline.org.uk is a great website for just revising grammar. If you feel
you would like to revise different tenses, you could create mind maps or verb tables
to help you.

